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The first 3un developed was the plasma cathode electron gun. The
electron source in this device is a plasma generated within a low-
voltage, hollow-cathode discharge: a thernmionic emitter is not
required. Electrons extracted from the plasma pass through a
triode-type control grid structure and are accelerated to high energies
in a plasma-free region prior to emerging from the gun through a thin
foil window. The device, v.iich is capable of both pulsed and cw oper-
ation, is characterized by durability, low cost, low power consumption,

small size. and fast turn-on in comparison to thermionic e-guns.A The
operating characteristics of the Dlasma cathode e-gun as determinied
on this program include:

7
0 Beam aperture Up tG, 625 cm demonstrated'on

this program. Subsequently, a cw plasma cathode
e-gun with a 1000 cm 2 aperture was built

a Beaiia voltage Up to 160 kV

Beam current density 400 pA/cm for up to
15 min and I n!/cm4 for shorter periods oner-
ated cw: up to 60 mA,/cm 2 operated pulsed

/ Beam uniforrnity -E55 over beam aperture
except for a 5 cm fall-off region at the ends.

Most recent efforts 8n the program have been directed to developing
the ion plasma electron gun. Potential advantages for this gun in-
b. clude high-y'ge operation (>400 kV), high output current density

""5 to 10 A/cm ,pulsed), pulsed and cw operation, monoenergetic

e-beam, dc hii~gh voltage power supply -for repetitively pulsed oper-
ation, and no control electronics floating at high voltage. Ln this
Sgun, a low-pressure, thin-wire discharge produces ions which are
accelerated to collide with the cathode. Secondary electrons are
emitted at the cathode and are accelerated by the same high volt-
age and extracted through a foil window. Experimental results
"with a 4 cm x 40 cm aperture test device have demonstrated the
concept of the ion plasma e-gun,to obtain

Beam voitage Up to 130 kV

Beam current density 2 A/cm (pulsed)

Pulse widths 5 ýtsec (FWHM) to 150 msec.
t--

These operating parameters are not maximum values for the gun,
* but were limited by the circuit constraints of the experimental

arrangrement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

t The program objective was to develop various nonthermionic

electron guns (e-guns) and to demonstrate that they have properties

suitable for application to e-beam conditioned lasers. For molecular

ir lasers, an e-beam sustained system requires an e-beam energy of

=160 keV with a current density of =1 mA/cm2 (cw) and =100 mA/cm•

S~(pulsed). Visible and uv excimer lasers require a pulsed e-beam with
•: ;an energy >300 keY and a current density >5 A/cm. For these laser

I systems, a thermionic e-gun is normally used for molecular ir lasers

.• . and a cold-cathode field emission type gun is used for the pulsed visi-

o• i.:ble and uv excimer lasers.

On this program, two different gas-filled cold-cathode e-guns
/ •_ were developed as replacements for the thermionic gun or the field

emission gun. The first of these, the plasma cathode electron gun,

• was conceived as an attractive alternate to the thermionic gun. In it

S- the source of the electrons is a low-voltage hollow-cathode discharge

• • from which the e-beam is extracted through a partially transparent

• . grid which serves as the anode for 'the discharge. During this pro-

S•_.:gram, the plasma cathode e-gun wras developed far enough that guns

" ~have been built and used successfully to pump large-scale cw, e-beam
S•sustained CO2 Lasers. As a result of this program, a plasma cathode

[• e-gun was constructed (on the •ivfT/LRPA program) with a 1000 cm

•- ~beam aperture; ur-it it we have obtained 15 min cw Operation at 150 kV
and current density as high as 0.4 mA/cm . Higher cw current densi-

•"ties (up to I rnA/c ) were obtained xwith ot~her guns for which the
• power suppl~y and the foil cooling capacities were sufficient.

• For cw applications to e-beam. sustained laser systems, the

plasma cathode e-gun has several attractive features:

_"•0 Relative insensitivity to contamination Compared

S~to the thermionic e-gun., the plasma cathode gun
•- does not poison if sudde-nly subjected to high pres-
• •sures during operation. This makes both breaking
S~the gun in and repairing it (should foil ruptures
• occur) much simpler.

4 .O



* Simpler, more compact construction
- Thermionic guns are two to three times larger

than plasma cathode guns of the same beam
*i area. Delicate heater structures are not

required.

0 Fast turn on Whereas the thermionic e-
gun requires a warm-up period before die
gun can be operated, the plasma cathode

the hollow cathode discharge ignites in less
than 1 jisec.

Monoenergetic electron energy distribution
A retarding Faraday probe was used to mea-
sure the electron energy distribution of a
small portion of the output of a plasma cathode
e-gun. The measured energy spread was less
than 1.4%, the resolution limit of th- experiment.

Preliminary experimental results were obtained on the contract

program; after its end, additional experimental data and the theoreti-

cal model were obtained on company !R&D funds. Development of the

ion plasma electron gun was recently begun. This gun has compelling

advantages over both thermionic and field emission guns. In the ion

?lasma e-gun, a low-pressure, low-voltage thin-wire discharge is

struck at the anode (ground potential). Some ions from this discharge

"accelerate to high voltage (up to 400 kV), collide with a solid cathode.

and produce secondary electrons. These electrons are accelerated back

to the anode, where they are extracted as the output e-beam. The ion

plasma gun has been operated cw and pulsed (Z to 5 ptsec FWHM), at

beam voltages up to 130 kV (limit of the power supply) and at pulsed
2current densities of 2 A/cm . Based on these preliminary experiments,

the ion plasma e-gun appears to have promise as a high-voltage, high

1; current density pulsed e-gun for use with visible and uv excimer laser

systems. Fcr such an application, the ion plasma e-gun has the follow-

ing characteristics and strong advantages:

* * High-voltage operation Because the ion plasma
e-gun can operate with a helium gas pressure
below 10 mTorr, a beam voltage in excess of
400 kV may be anticipated.

10
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0 Figh current density A current density between
S5 and 10 A/cmZ_- ay be estimated for a beam
voltage of 400 kV.

Monoenergetic beam The energy spread of the
output e-beam is determined by the energy spread
of the secondary electrons emitted at the cathode.
This spread is expected to be :0. 05% at large
beam voltages. Low-energy electrons resulting
from she rise and fall of the supply voltage (the
high voltage is dc) are not present with the ion
plasma gun: they are present with cold-cathode
field-emission guns.

0 Long pulse length There is no plasma closure
effecL with the ion plasma e-gun. Continuous
operation has been demonstrated.

" Gun control with electronics at ground potential
The ion plasma gun is controlled by the thin-wire
plasma discharge, which is run about 400 V
higher than the gun's ground electrode (anode).
The electronics needed to operate the gun are not
required to float at high voltage, as is necessary
with the plasma cathode gun and the thermionic
e - gun.

0 DC high-voltage supply for repetitLively pulsed
operation DC high voltage represents a strong
systems advantage over the Marx-bank driven
cold cathode guns in which the high voltage is
pulsed.

Section II of this report will present the details of the develop-
ment program for the plasma cathode electron gun. it will include a

discussion of the theory of operation, the construction of two large-
scale guns (a 4 cm x 40 cm gun and a 5 cm x 125 cm gun), and the
experimental results of extensive tests on these guns. Section II con-

tains the results of about 80% of the time spent on the program. Itincludes some duplication of and a summary of the semiannual reports

issued on this program for the various periods extending through

August, 1975. Similarly, Section III will present the theory, experi-mental results, and the conclusions gained on the operation of the ion

plasma e-gun. Section IV will summarize the overall results of the
program.
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II. THE PLASMA CATHODE ELECTRON GUN

A. Technical Description

The plasma cathode e-gun, shown schematically in Figure 1,

consists of three major regions: (ij the plasma generation region, in

which the beam electrons originate: (2) the extraction and control

region, where electrons are removed from the plasma and transported

in a controlled manner into the acceleration region; and (3) the high-

voltage acceleration region, where the electrons are accelera-ed

(without making collisions) to high energies before passing thrcugh a

thin metal foil window and into the laser medium. These regiors are

comparable to the thermionic cathode, control grid, and the grid-to-

anode space of a conventional vacuum triode. 4

IGNITER ELECTRODE

HOLLOW PLASMA GENERATION

REGION

EXTRACTION__ ,,TAI..
G~RACID OXRATO AND CONTROL REGION

EXTRACTED D ACCELERATION REGION d
ELECTRONSV

CONTROL GRID

ENTRANCE - LASER MEDIUM
GRID

Figure 1 Schematic of the plasma cathode e-gun.
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The plasma generation region in the present device consists

of a hollow-cathode discharge struck between the hollow-cathode sur-

faces and the anode grid, G1. This type of discharge was chosen for

its stability, reliability, simplicity, and ability to operate at the low

gas pressures required to preclude gas breakdown in the acceleration

region. In the present application, the discharge typically operates at

a voltage of 500 to 800 V and helium pressures in the range of 15 to

S30 mTorr. Helium_ is used because He ions have relatively low sput-

tering yields and because it has desirable high-voltage breakdowpn

* :characteristics.

The major characteristic of the hollow-cathode discharge is

that most of the plasma volume is surrounded by the cathode surface.

The discharge is operated in a regime where the rate of ion genera-

tion by ionization in the discharge volume is sufficient to maintain the

plasma potential at, or slightly above, anode potential. Under these

conditions, the discharge is a cold-cathode glow discharge sustained
.4" by secondary electren emission due to ion bombardment of the cathode

surface. The applied di;charge voltage V appears entirely across the

cathode sheath. This has two effects: (1) ions from the plasma are

accelerated by the full discharge voltage through the cathode sheath,

thus gaining the eiiergy required for secondary electron emission,

and (2) the secondary electrons emitted at the cathode are accelerated

through the cathode sheath to the full discharge voltage, thus acquiring

an energy at which the ionization cross section for gas atoms is nearly

maximum.

Maintaining a high ratio of cathode area to anode area leads to

two known results. First, most ions (generated by the secondary elec-

trons) are accelerated through the cathode sheath, intercepted by the

surrounding cathode surfaces, and used with maximum efficiency for

secondary electron emission, thus minimizing the rate of ion genera-

tion required per emitted electron. Second, for gas pressures where

the electron ionization mean-free path exceeds the dimensions of the

discharge chamber, the secondary electrons accelerated through the

$7 cathode sheath are no- lost after their first transit through the discharge

14J
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chamber. Most of them are repeatedly reflected from opposing cathode

surfaces and have a high probability of making ionizing collisions

before reaching the anode. The discharge is thus sustained at low

pressures, where the electron ionization mean-free path exceeds the

I dimensions of the hollow cathode discharge region.

There is a minin-um pressure below which thi.; mode of dis-

charge cannot be sustained. This is believed to be due to the following

circumstances: as gas pressure is reduced, the number of oscilla-

tions which a secondary electron must perform before making an ioniz-

"ing collision increases. As the number of oscillations increases, the

probability for an oscillating electron to fall on the anode before making

an ionizing collision increases: its probability of being captured rather

than reflected by a cathode surface also increases. Both effects

reduce the percentage of oscillating electron- which are effectively

used in making ionizing collisions. As the utilization efficiency of

the oscillating electrons decreases with decreasing gas pressure, the

energy which must be imparted to them to maintain the required rate of

ion generation increases: this leads to the experimentally observed

increase of discharge voltage with decreasing gas pressure. As the

discharge voltage increases with decreasing gas pressure, the ioniza-

tion collision cross section for the oscillating electrons decreases, and

eventually the rate of ion generation per emitted secondary electron

becomes smaller than the corresponding rate of ion loss. The gas

pressure at which this happens .s the minimum below which this dis-

charge mode cannot be sustained.

Electrons are extracted from the discharge plasma through anode

grid G1 and pass through the control grid G2 into the accleration region.

Voltages of typically 0 to -100 V relative to GI may be applied to GZ

to control beam intensity. Grid G2 also provides isolation between

the low-voltage glow discharge region and the high-voltage acceleration

region. Alternately, it is possible to control beam currcnt by varying

the hollow-cathode discharge current through the potential of Gl.

15 ; Zs A



The width d of the azceleration region is critical to the

successful operation of the plasma cathc-de electron gun, since the

entire electron acceleration voltage is applied across this gas-filled

gap. Tb produce a high-energy electron beam with a narrov-energy

distribution, the number of inelastic collisions which the electrons

make with gas molecules in this region must be kept to a minimum.

This can be done by operating at low gas pressures and maintaining a

small acceleration region width, thus avoiding the formation of a gas

± discharge in this region. At typical operating pressures (15 to 40 mTorr),.2
the mean free path for 100 keV electrons ,-ith gas atoms is =100 m

To meet this requirement. the width is determined primarily by the

principles of vacuum breakdow.-n. Experience has shown that parallel-

plate electrodes will, conservatively, withstand applied fields of
3

70 kV/cm without breakdown in vacuum. This result is not changed if

gas, at sufficiently low pressures, is present in the interelectrode

space. The vacuum breakdown voltage V is plotted as a function of d

in Figure 2.;

Increasing the gas pressure increases the probability of gas or

Paschen breakdown. The present device operates to the left of the

Paschen minimum, as shown in Figure 2, for a helium pressure of

50 mTorr. As is well known, the Paschen breakdown voltage depends

on the product pd and, therefore, a reducing pressure will proportionally

increase the width d for which breakdown would occur at a given voltage. 4

It has been experimentally demonstrated under the present program that,

as expected, the Paschen breakdown characteristic is unaffected by the

presence of an electron beam in the acceleration region.

As seen from Figure 2, there is a region between the two break-

down characteristics -,-.-here high-voltage operation is possible without

incurring breakdown. In the present device, d is chosen for a given

maximum operating voltage (:50 kV for this :xample) so that the operat-

ing point will lie nearer io vacuum breakdown characteristics. This is

There exists a wide scatter in data for vacuum breakdown as well as
fcr Paschen breakdown in helium. The curves shown in Figure 2
represent a conservative interpretation of this data, supplemented by
our own measurements.

16
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Figure 2. Low-pressure breakdown voltage in the plasma
7 cathode accelerating region as a function of gap

ii

xwidth. The Paschen curve is for a pressure of
50 mTorr of helium.
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desirable since this characteristic is expected to be more stable in

time than the Paschen curve, which is sensitive to the presence of out- V

gassing products. Figure 2 also shows that at lower gas pressures a

plasma cathode gun may be designed for operation with beam voltages

1 in excess of 200 kV.

Figure 3 summarizes the voltage and current requirements for

the plasma cathode e-gun: this is based on data obtained under typical

pulsed and cw operating conditions. The current level of 2 IB supplied

by tie high-voltage source assumes a transmission of 50% for the foil

window assembly. Measurements on existing plasma cathode devices

indicate that the discharge anode current is about equal to the beam

current incident on the foil window structure. Therefore, the discharge

power supply also operates at 2 B in either the pulsed or cw mode,

depending on the desired application. As shown, the control grid oper-

ates at a slightly negative potential relative to the anode and collects a

current of -15% of the extracted current. The igniter, which provides

the background ionization to permit initiation of the hollow cathode dis-

charge without requiring excessive voltages, operates cw at typically

10 mA and 300 V.

The plasma cathode electron can be operated cw or pulsed.

Essential operating characteristics are the same 'or both modez when

the average discharge and bearn, currents in pulsed operation are com-

parable to the dc levels in cw operation. The maximum cw or average

discharge current allowable is determined by the heat absorbing and

dissipating characteristics of the hollow cathode surfaces and the

anode grid structure. The maximrnum beam current density is set by

"the allowable heat loading by the beam in the foil window.

B. Specific Electron Gun Designs

Initial experiments testing the plasma electron gun concept were

performed using a rectangular geometry gun having a 3 cm x 10 cm

aperture and operated in the pulsed mode. These tests were success-

fully completed: they demonstrated scalability to large-area e-beams with

a 15 cm x 10 cm aperture gun which had a rectangular electrode geom-

etry similar to that of the 2 cm x 10 cm gun mentioned above.

18
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Ti03 Is CONTROL
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Figure 3. Plasma cathode power supply schematic.

V Applying the plasma cathode e-gun to oumo lasers required

desiening a gun with a cylindrical electrode geometry which incorDorated

a more compact high-voltage feedthrough. Two cylindrical geometry

ii guns with rectangular e-beam aDertures of 4 cm x 40 cm and 5 cm x

125 cm were constructed and tested on this program. The design of

these guns and of the coaxial high-voltage feedthrough is described in

this section.

S1. Rectangular Geometry Plasma Cathode E-Guns

The device which was used to evaluate the plasma cathode

e-gun concept is shown in Figure 4. The hollow cathode was formed

from stal iless steel and had inside dimensions of 3.6 cm x 13.7 cm x

5. 9 cm deep. Two igniter electrodes (not shown) protruded into the
discharge volume from the upstream cathode surface. The grid struc-

lure i(G and G2) consisted of two identical 44,'% transparent stainless-

steel meshes spaced 0.8 cm apart. The hollow cathode and grid

assembly were mounted in the end of a reentrant electrode which pro-

truded into the cylindrical ceramic standoff. This standoff also served

!9
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as part of the vacuum enclosure. The collector electrode was

reentrant from the opposite end of the ceramic cylinder and spaced

2..5 cm from the opposing electrode. With this device, the character-

istics of beam extraction and acceleration could be studied without

involving the complicating factors of foil transmission. In the experi-

mental studies, the cathode was grounded and the collector was biased

at utn to 150 kV. Suitable corona shields were fitted to the exterior of

the device and the assembly was mounted on an LN trapped oil diffu-

sion pump station. The system was first evacuated, then filled with

helium, and finally gettered to remove outgassing products. During

the experimental program, various Drobes were mounted as part of

the collector to permit measuring beam current density distribution,

energy distribution, and foil transmission characteristics of the beam.

N : ~DISCH.ARGE CHA.MBE.R

(3.6anx 13.7c 59 cn DEEP)

IL GRID ASJEMBLY
• • ~~ELECTRODE • ,:--

ACCELERATION
REGION

CERAM~IC
STAND-OFF(19 c ID)

ENZ ""EW

Figure 4. Ex'perimental apparatus used to evaluate small plasma
cathode e-gun devices.
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A larger version of the same gun design was built and tested to

show scalability of the plasma cathode e-gun to a beam aperture of

5 cm x 10 cm. Its dimensions were 12.5 cm x 17.5 cm x 5 cm deep

Sfor the stainless-steel hollow cathode and 3. 5 cm for the acceleration

region (collector electrode to opposing control grid). Apart from these

dimensions and the fact that six (instead of two) igniter wires were

placed in the hollow cathode to initiate the discharge, the two guns

were essentially identical.

2. Coaxial, Compact High-Voltage Feedthrough

The high-voltage insulator design required for application

to the plasma cathode e-gun must satisfy rather specialized require-

ments. In addition to the usual constraints imposed by vacuum and

dielectric breakdown, there are also constraints due to Paschen break-

down. For operation at high voltage (<150 kV), the insulator was

designed to (1) have the high voltage completely enclosed by grounded

surfaces to eliminate flash-overs in air and improve safety, (2) be

small and lightweight, (3) use a moderate-sized ceramic, and

(4) adapt to most e-gun sizes without redesign.

As a result of these constraints, large ceramic paths were not

possible and, based upon the design criteria given by Schonhuber,5

the metal-ceramic-vacuum interfaces should be shielded from the high

electric field region. In the design used, the 4 cm gap between the

electrodes in the gun or the test device (4 cm was chosen to allow reli-

able 200 kV operation) is carred close to the outer surface of the

ceramic, and the electrode surfaces are folded back along the ceramic.

Best results were obtained with a 2 mm gap between the i.d. of the

electrodes and the o.d. of the ceramic and with a 5 mm radius of cur-

vature at the electrode edge. The ceramic chosen was alumina,

Al-300.

The resulting design is shown in Figures 5 and 6 in a test

vehicle configuration. High voltage is supplied to the inner structure

by a coaxial cable which is connected wi'hin a field shaping structure

containing pressurized SF. The 4 cm gap between the inner and outer

21 •7
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Figure 5. High-voltage feedthrough test vehicle.
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structures is equivalent to the plasma cathode e-gun acceleration

region. Applied to a e-gun, in this design there would be a separa-

tion at plane A-A, (see Figure 5) and the hollow cathode electrode

structure would be inserted. In the test configuration, the feedthrough
was subjected to voltages up to 200 kV (the limit of the power supply)

and current, gas pressure (both in the high-voltage gap and the SF in6
the feedthrough chamber), andX-ray emissions were monitored. After

stable, quiet operation was attained at the high voltage limit for 5 min,

the Paschen breakdown characteristic of the device was determined.

•Theresults (shown in Figure 7) are consistent with the results of simi-

lar extueriments with the various guns tested. Finally, 200 kV was

applied across the electrode structure with a helium pressure of

56 Torr, and th:'oughout the 5 ruin experiment the leakage current was

less than 3 pA.

When used with an e-gun, the electrical power for the cathode,

anode grid, control grid, and igniter electrode must be supplied by the

feedthrough. For this purpose, a 2. 3 cm diameter coaxial cable was

passed through the center of the cera-ric tube to a four-pin connector
S~located within the innermost field shaping electrode. The center con-

ductor of this cable is a copper tube which facilitates routing the four

conductors to the connector. The copper tube carries current to the

cylindrical discharge cathode. The field shaping electrodes within the

ceramic tube are designed so that the electric field lines merge smoothly

from the 4-cm gap into the coaxial cable. SF at 50 psig inhibits

breakdown within the ceramic tube. A 3 to 5 kV spark gap is provided

between eazh grid and the cathode can. This limits the voltage differ-

ences between components and electrical -eads should an arc strike to

the grid structure.

3. Design of the 4 cm x 40 cm E-Gun

Applying the plasma cathode e-gun concept to pump e-gun

' lasers required developing a cylindrical geometry guii in which the

longitudinal dimension of the gun could be easily increased to match the

' required length of the laser to be pumped. Before constructing a gun

with this geometry, we first developed the following two design concepts:

.. ~ 23 4
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* The coaxial, compact high-voltage feedthrough

"as described above.

* The demonstration that a stable hollow-cathode
discharge could be maintained in a long (40 cm)
cylindrical cavity.

After these tasks were successiully completed, the first coaxial cylin-

drical plasma cathode e-gun, with a 4 cm x 40 cm beam aperture, was

built. Figure 8 shows a cross-sectional schematic of the basic coaxial

gun design: Figure 9 illustrates the layout of the e-gun. Figure 10 is

a photograph of the two major e-gun components: the inner cylinder

(which contains the hollow cathode discharge) and the cuter grounded

cylinder (which contains the thin foil window and support and which also

serves as the vacuum envelope).

The hollow-cathode discharge chamber is formed by the 12 cm

i.d. inner stainless-steel cylinder. Once ignited, the hollow- cathode

discharge runs at a voltage, typically around 500 V, which is largely

insensitive to the discharge current. The operating voltage depends on

the helium gas pressure and the presence of contaminants.
The beam extraction and control region consists of the anode

grid. Gl, and the control grid, G2. Both grids are formed from a

screen of square stainless-steel mesh having a 0. 014 cm wire diameter

and a transmission of 52%. The screen is spot-welded onto a 0. 09 cm

thick piece of perforated stainless steel with 0.4 cm diameter holes on

0.-48 cm centers. The perforated metal backing for the screen is used

for support and to define the plane of the grid. The control grid is

located 0. 8 cm from the anode grid: when operated at a negative volt-

age relative to the anode of 0 to 100 V, the extracted beam may be

varied from its maximum value to near cutoff. Grid GZ also serves

to provide isolation between the low-voltage hollow-cathode discharge

and the high-voltage acceleration region. The beam current may also

be controlled by varying the hollow-cathode discharge current through

* the potential of Gl.

%The anode grid (GI) design is dependent on the desired operating

mode. Fnr high current pulsed operation, the anode Debye sheath
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Figure 8. Cross section of the coaxial e-gun design.
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thickness is typically 0. 1 mm and the cathode Langmuir sheath thickness

is about 2 mm. In this case, the dimensions of the sheath discontinuity,
where anode and cathode potential surfaces meet, is on the order of a

few millimeters, which is much less than the beam width. Also, the

anode surface need only extend over the dimensions of the beam to

provide good beam uniformity. This also results in a minimal anode

area, which is desirable for maintaining a low discharge voltage and a

high ratio of beam current to anode current.

Discharge current and, therefore, plasma density are generally

IP much lower for cw operation. This results in the formation of anode
•_ and cathode sheaths with thicknesses of about 1 mm and I cm, respec-

tively. Therefore, the region of sheath discontinuity, which can lead

to nonuniform anode current densities, extends over a distance of about

1 cm. It is desir ible in this case to provide a I cm wide nontrans-

parent extension at the periphery of the anode grid (see Figure 8) to

remove the sheath discontinuity from the area of beam extraction. In
the present case, the grid mesh is mounted on a stainless-steel frame
which provides the des;red I cm wide border and also serves as a

sputter shield for the ceramic pieces which support and separate the

two grids.

A 0.025 cm diameter tungsten igniter electrode initiates the

large-volunme cold-cathode discharge. Experiments indicate that this

"electrode should extend the full length of the hollow-cathode discharge

to maintain good plasma uniformity. This would preeumabiy result

from enhanced coupling between various discharge regions due to cur-

rents flowing in the electrode. This ign:tion electrode, .-hich operates

at a current of aboxut 10 rmA, is biased by a 1000 V dc power supply

connected .n-ith a 50 k resistor in series. We do not expect the defini-

tion of any of theze values .o be critical.

The inner and outer cylinders (refer to Figures 8 a!nd 9) are
contoured so that an approximate 4 cm spacing is maintained at all

points between the two cylinders. This spacing is chosen assuming
a 200 kV operating voltage. With reference to Fig-ure 2. a smaller

gap, would result in larger field strengths, which could cause vacuumj
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oreakdow-n. a larger gap would reduce the gas pressure range for

which operation would be possible. This spacing is maintained with

field shaping electrodes. Electrodes are provided which extend the

I plane of the control grid, G2, smoothly into the cylindrical cathode

"surface. There are also contoured electrodes, located at each end of

both the inner and outer cylinders, to minimize electric field concen-

trations. All parts of both cylinders are formed from nonmagnetic

304 stainless steel electropolished to minimize sharp surface

Dprotrusions.

The surface of the cylindrical vacuum envelope is mated with

the flat window support flange, as shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10. A

I wire mesh "high-voltage anode" is provided between the thin foil win-

dow and the acceleration region to maintain the 4 cm acceleration

region width and to avoid focusing the electron beam. This wire mesh

greatly reduces the potential gradient in the region between it and the

foil window, thereby reducing the contribution of ions produced in this

region, and of electrons reflected from the foil, to gas breakdown

• ~~processes. Such a potential defining pl-ane w-ill alw~ays be necessary ,
since it is desirable to: (1) locate the foil window close to the laser

medium and (2) provide substantial flange thickness so that it will not

distort due to the pressure difference across the vacuum chamber wall.

For high average beam current guns, the design of this high-

Lvoltage anode grid is strongly influenced by its (1) thermal properties, I
(2) electrostatic focusing, (3) electrostatic field enhancement,

(4) effect on Paschen breakdown, and (5) beam interception. (This

will be discussed in 'ta:il for the 5 cm x 125-cm e-gun.) In the

present design, a 78% transparent square molybdenum mesh formed

from 0.0125 cm diameter wires has been uscd. Radiation cooling

of this mesh permits it to withstand high input power densities without

melting.

A solid Al-300 alumina post is used to provide mechanical sup-

port of one end of the inner cylinder. The electrode design in this

region is similar to that used at the ceramic o.d. of the high-voltage

feedthrough.
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* •- The foil window vacuum seal is made with an ungreased Type 747

Viton O-ring. All components used w-itnin the e-gun are of good vacuum

quality.

4. Large-Scale Electron Gun (5 cm x 125 cm ADertures

A large-scale e-gun, w-ith a full-size aperture as
required to pump a high-power CO laser, Peacemaker, was designed
and built on this program. The design of this gun was completed after
initial testing on the 4 cm x 40 cm e-gun had been completed, providing
confidence of the performance of the basic cylindrical electrode struc-
ture gun. As a result, the 5, cm x 125 cm e-gun is similar in design to
the 4 cm x 40 cm gun; it has the followiag specific requirements:

* Beam energy, 150 to 175 keV

C Average beam current density, 0. 1 to 0. 5 mA/cr

i Minimum operating time, 5 sec

* Half angle of beam convergence at foil windows,
~-loc.

Beam convergence w-as chosen to help compenszte fcr the divergence ofL- .
the beam at the edges due to scattering by the foil window. The value

•.•10° -was chosen to be convenient to design -'.rth a 5 cm wide beam andF cylindrical electrode geometry.

Figure s 11 and 12 show the design layout of the 5 cm x i25 cm
plasma cathode e-gun. The main difference betweaen the 4 cm x 40 cm
and 5 cmx 125 cm guns is that the latter has P curved anode-control

grid structure to provide the necessary focusing.JThe cathode is made from a 304 stainless-steel (nonmagnecic
304, 315, or 321 stainless steel is used for all oarts unless stated
otherwise) cylinder of approximately 18 cm i.d. The grid system is

supported by brackets attached to this cylinder. The anode and cathode
grids have curvatures of approximately 12 end 11 cm, respectively,

3I~g
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Figure 11. Cross section of 5 cm b--. 125 cm plasm-a- cathode e-gun.
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and are spaced 0.8 cm apart. The grids, which are formed from

-p perforated stainless-steel sheet stock 0. 095-cm thick with 0. 4-cm

diameter holes and a transmission of 03%, are covered with 59%

*3transparent stainless-steel wire mesh. The perforated material Pro-

vides mechanical support; the fine mesh, for which the wire spacing of

approximately 0. 05 cm .- is less than the Debye sheath thickness, defines
!•, the plasma boundary. The supporting ceramic pieces are shielded, as

in the 4 cm x 40 cm device, to prevent deposition of sputtered material.

A metal tube used to route electrical leads is included within this

shielding.

The spacing between the inner and outer cylinders is maintained

at close to 4 cm, which results in an e-gun o.d. of 27 cm. In the grid

region, this spacing varies from 3.6 cm to 4. 5 cm due to grid cur-

vature. After acceleration, the electrons pass through a potential-
Sdefining molybdenum mesh (78% transparent) and into a drift region

4. 5 cm long. This drift region is needed to locate the foil window near

the lasing medium. The thin foil window is supported against the

external atmospheric pressure by a 75% transparent aluminum bar

structure (see Figure 13). As shown in Figure 11, a flange is provided

which adapts the gun to the laser. The grids, foil support, and flange

are designed such that the major support ribs do not shadow the e-beam.

Figure 14 shows the completed inner cylinder and the vacuum envelope.

The foil support structure and the e-gun adapter flange are not present

in this photograph.

M10340

,Figure 13. Foil support structure.
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The high-voltage feedthrough, ceramic support post, and field

shaping electrode structures have designs similar to those of the

4 cm x 40 cm e-gun. In the present device, due to the somewhat larger

gun diameter, the maximum electrical field strengths are 20 to 50%

lower than in the 4 cm x 40 cm device.

In the design shown in Figure 11, the beam width and conver-

gence angle at the foil window are related to the overall cross-

sectional dimensions of the discharge chamber through the desired

ratio between anode and cathode areas. This ratio should be about

six, based on experimental results with the 4 cm x 40 cm gun for

operation at 30 to 50 mTorr of helium ard the required beam extrac-

tion. Therefore, as convergence angle and/or extracted beam w-idth
are increased, the anode width and discharge chamber diameter must

increase. Furthermore, as the convergence angle increases, the

variation in distance increases between the curved control grid and the

flat high-voltage acceleration electrode. This variation in the fields

in the acceleration can be compensated for by also curving the molyb-

denum electrode: however, this complicates the design. We evaluated

several designs with differing grid curvatures with the aid of a digital

computer program. This program provided the potential distribution

within the acceleration region and the resultant electron trajectories.

The final design chosen w,-s the one which most closely satisfied the

above design criteria. From these considerations, the present design

was selected to maintain the spacing between the inner and outer elec-

trode potentia] surfaces at 4 cm E10%.

Figure 15 shows the dependence of convergence angle at the

foil window on distance from the center of the window, calculated for

the present design. The curve's peak is associated with the curvature

reversal at the edges of the control grid, which is necessary to mini-

mize electric field concentrations. The beam edge is chosen as the

peak of this curve, which gives a beam width of 4.2 cm and a con-

vergence angle of 9.4°.
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Figure 15. DeDendence of beam convergence angle at the foil window on
t.he distance from the center of the beam.

Figure 16 shows the effect of focusing on the transverse beam

current density distribution assuming a uniform current density inci-

dent on the anode grid. Focusing leads to a 4556 reduction of the beam

current density at the beam edge.

The high-voltage anode grid, as discussed previously, defines

an equipotential surface on the positive side of the acceleration region.

This comnonent was formed by a molybdenum mesh in both the 4 cm x

40 cm and 5 cm x 125 cm e-guns. The design of this component is infilu-

enced by its: (1) thermal properties, (2) electrostatic focusing,

.(3) electric field enhancement, (4) effect on Paschen breakdown, and

(5) beam interception.
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The high-voltage anode grid is heated by direct bombardment

by high-energy electrons. Cooling occurs through radiation and con-

Sduction. Simple calculations show that the maximum temoerature

* "attained when radiation cooling alone is considered is given by:

¢Fi S:j V
T (*K) =770max 1

where j is the beam current density after the foil window in amperes,

V is the beam voltage in volts, e is the emissivity of the grid, A is
B r

the area from wh.ch radiation takes place, and A. is the area which

intercepts the e-beam. For a molybdenum grid with square or round

bars intercepting 0. 5 mA/cm at 175 kV, this temperature is 1900°C

and the melting point is 26100.
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The relationship for a bar grid, which is cooled by conduction

to a cold flange, is given by:

T Tmax(*°C) = T- '[

where L is the length of the bars, k is the thermal conductivity, and

2 is the depth of the bars. For the same beam conditions as used above,

this gives a temperature close to the melting point for both molybdenum

.,and copper bars with dimensions of 6 cm long and 0.2 cm deep. Thus,

radiation cooling would dominate for these conditions.

Thermal ccnduction can be increased by increasing the depth

of the bar grid: however, defocusing the electron beam by the local

potential distribution near the grid would lead to increased interception

by the grid and a loss of grid transmission. It can easily be showmn that

the transmission of a bar grid is given approximately by

T 1"4- T=I
A 2W '

where a is bar width, A is the spacing between bar centers, and

*W are the depth and width of the acceleration region, respectively.
Referring to the previous example, increasing to 0. 4 cm (in the third

term in the above expression, which is due to defocusing) will result
in a 5%0 loss in grid transmission.

Thermal expansion is an additional factor relating to thermal

properties. If a rigid bar grid is used, either the gun flange will be
.r severely stressed or the bars will distort. It may- be possible to

design the bars so that they will distort in a controlled manner, but

this is probably difficult. Alternatively, a fine molybdenum mesh such

as has been employed above can be used. Such a mesh will lose heat by

"radiation and will operate at a temperature well bejow its melting

* point. Thermal expansion is easily allowed for through screen distor-

tion (macroscopic distortion does not disturb the beam since its velocity

is very high near the positive electrode). Furthermore, a fine mesh

will not suffer unwanted transmission losses as a result o defocusing.
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It is important that the geometrical transmission of the high-

voltage anod&- grid be high. However, as the transmission increases,

so does the electric field enhancement factor at the grid wires. if

this factor becomes too large, vacuum breakdown will occur. The

enhancement factor, which can be easily obtained starting from the
6.

- development of Spangenberg, is given by:

6 = 1 - e-T(1T)

4" Table I illustrates how this factor depends on the grid transmission T.

"The average electric field strength in the acceleration region of the

5 cm x 125 cm e-gun at 175 kV is 40 kV/cm. Since it is generally

desirable to maintain the field below about 70 kV/cm, the grid trans-

mission should be between 70 and 80%. For this transmissior., as

Sdetermined with the 4 cmx 40 Lm e-gun, there is negligible effect on

Sthe Paschen breakdo-.n characteristics. Thus, 78% molybdenum mesh,

as used with the 4 cm x 40 cm gun, is also quite suitable for the 5 cm x

I: 125 cm e-gun.

4 Extensive testing and use of the 5 cm x 125 cm e-gun were not

part of this program. However, the gun -was operated successfully to

-•. pump the Peacemaker laser at the HAC Culver City facility. In that

S- application, the gun was reported to have attained 150 keV beam energy

with uD to 0. 2 mA/cm average beam current density for up to a I sec

cw run.

TABLE I. Dependence of the Electric Field-Enhancement
Factor 6 on Grid Transmiss;on T

T, % 61

70 1.7I

80 Z.l
90 3.7

100 __ _

T1426
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C. Experimental Results

txtensive experimental data was obtained in operating the guns

just described. in this section the experimental results w ill be presented.

Experiments with the 3 cm x 10 cm and the 10 cm x 15 cm aperture guns

* (with a rectangular electrode geometry and for pulsed operation only)

determined the i-v characteristics of the hollow-cathode discharge and

the energy spectrum of the extracted e- beam. These results have also

been shown to be valid for the cyiindrical guns. The cylindrical, 4 cm

x 40 cm, e-gC!n has operated both cw and pulsed, and data on the uni-

formity and stability of the extracted e-beam was obtained.

1. Results Obtained with the Rectangular Geometry E-Guns

These data were obtained from a configuration in which

the cathode was maintained at ground potential. the grids pulsed (positive)

by means of a Velonex Model 350 pulser, and the high-voltage anode and

* . foil or collector- plate ran at (positive) high voltage. Pulse lengths of

10 to 100 lisec were obtained. Subsequent data obtained for cw opera-

tion with other guns has shown behavior similar to that of the pulsed guns

for cases in which the peak pulsed current densities were 10 times the

S.cw current density.

Figure 17 illustrates typical hollow-cathode discharge charac-

teristics obtained in the absence of beam extraction. Figure 17(a) shows

the dependence of the voltage of the anode grid V on the grid current

I for helium pressures of 17 and 20 mTorr. For higher currents the
GI

voltage tends to saturate as expected. The dependence of V on
Gl

helium pressure is shown in Figure 17(b) for a constant discharge cur-

rent. As pressure decreases, discharge voltage increases until igni-

tion becomes unreliable. For long-life operation it is desirable to have

minimal sputtering, which means that the discharge voltage should be

minimized. This suggests that larger pressures are desirable. How-

ever, to ensure that Paschen breakdowvn does not occur in the acceler-

ation region of the device, which operates at the same pressure as the

discharge, it is desirable to minimize the helium pressure. From con-

sideration of these competing factors, an operating pressure in the range

of 15 to 30 mTorr is used.

41
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Plasma probe measurements performed using one of the two

igniter electrodes as a Langmuir probe indicate that the electron

temperature is in the range 4 to 10 eV and that the plasma potential is

slightly more positive than the Dotential applied to grid G1. These

results are consistent with the usual model o- the hollow-cathode glow

discharge.

Figure 18 illustrates the electron beam control characteristic,

which is equivalent to the control characteristic of a standard vacuum

triode. In thiS figure, the voltage across the acceleration region

(between collector and cathode) is plotted as a function ef (VG- - VG1)

for a fixed beam current iJ 1.0 A and fixed an-ode grid voltage VG1.
B2

These data are for an 11 cm beam area. As the beam voltage increases.

the potential of the control grid must be made more negative to main-

tain a constant beam current. The slope of the linear portion of the

curve gives the triode equivalent amplification factor !L, which wras mea-
3

sured to be 6 x 10 An approximate theoretical calculation gives a

value of 7. 5 x 10' (Ref. 6). This agreement indicates that, as desired,

no plasma exists within the acceleration region and that the control and

acceleration characteristics are well understood.

140 22-Z "'
!SVB

120 -(VG2-_-VG1)

= 6x10 (EXPERIMENT)

V" k 80 = 7.5 x 103 (THEORY)

40[--

S-- 20

0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50

(VG2 VG1)"V

Figure 18. Electron beam control characteristics.
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Figure 19 illustrates the electron beam energy distribution

measured at the center of a 30 cm2 beam. The data were obtained

using a retarding Faraday probe to analyze the current passing through

a 0. 1 cm diameter aperture in the collector. The beam energy was

50 keV (determined by the available retarding potential power supply)
2

and the current density was 146 mA/cm -. The dashed portion of the

curve is estimated so that the integrated current is consistent with the

beam current density. Most of the beam (90%) fell in the major peak

having a full-width half-maximurn of 1.4 keV, which is less than 3% of

the total energy. It is expected, furthermore, that most of the mea-

sured width is associated with the measuring device rather than beam

properties. The small peak at low energies is also thought to be

caused by instrument effects resulting from generation of electron-ion

pairs within the volume of the Faraday probe. In any case, the mea-

surements demonstrate the formation of a highly monoenergetic beam,

as expected.

2. CW Results with the 4 cm x 40 cm E-Gun

This gun was operated in a configuration in which the
high-voltage anode (including the solid collector plate or the foil and

foil support) was at ground, and the cathode and grids were held at

negative high voltage. As a result, the anode discharge power supply,

the igniter supply, and the control grid bias supply were floated at

this negative high voltage. Such an arrangement is typical of a practi-

cal case in which a gun is used to pump a laser where the laser dis-

charge region would be at ground. The high-voltage power supply used

for these experiments is rated at 40 mA, so the maximum current
2density obtainable is limited to =0. 25 mA./cm . Experiments with

another power supply (20 kV, 200 mA) showed that the gun could oper-
2

ate with a current density of 1 mA/cm . i

High voltage stand-off tests, which were performed without

beam extraction, demonstrated that the present design is capable of

Soperating at beam voltages up to 200 kV. As the voltage was initially

increased, some arcing and x-ray emissions were observed; these

decreased over time. The 200 kV level was achieved after 1 to 2 hours

of conditioning after tube assembly.
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Figure 19. E-lectron beam energy distribution.

a. Data Taken with a Solid Collector Plate (No Foil) -

The e-gun characteristics with beam extraction are illustrated in

Figures 20 through 22. Figure 21 shows that the beam current I is
B

proportional to the discharge current. These data were obtained at a

control grid potential of -23 V (the control Dotential is measured rela-

tive to the anode pote;itial) for beam energies of 50 and 100 keV. The
small current remaining after the discharge current was reduced to

zero is due to electrons generated by the igniter. If the anode and
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Figure 20. Dependence of the electron beam ciirrent IB on the
discharge current ID with the beam voltage VB as a

parameter.
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Figure 21. Dependence of beam current i on beamn voltage VB
with the control grid potentialk12 as a parameter.
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control grids are connected to cathode potential, this residual beam

current is reduced to 0.1 mA.

Figure 21 shows the dependence of beam current on beam volt-

I age for various control grid potentials with discharge current fixed. It

is seen that beam current saturates with beam voltage and that this

saturation generally occurs at lower beam voltages as the control

potential is made more positive. These data are partially replotted in

Figure 22, where IB is given aL a function of the control potential V2

for a beam voltage of 140 kV. In this figure, the saturation of I as
B

V becomes more positive is particularly evident.

The apparent potential of the control grid is given by

V13
(V 2 ) =V 2 +

apparent 2

where I' is the equivalent triode amDlification factor. This factor, which

is obtained from the slope of V as a function of V with I and held
is~ ~ aprxmtl3 2 B and he)

constant, is approximately 4..3 x '03 Therefore, the departure from

saturation in Figure 22 occurs for an apparent control potential about

10 V positive with respect to the anode. The reason for this character-

istic is not clear. The linear dependence of beam current on discharge

current indicates that space charge limitations are not important. How-

ever, the positive value of the effective control potential should preclude

electron retardation. This leaves two possibilities: the jiollow- cathode

plasma potential is being affected bv the control potential and/or a

secondary plasma exists between the grids. Both of these situations are

difficult to analyze on the basis of existing data.

As shown in Figure 22, IB does not go to zero rapidly at the large

negative control potentials. This is probably due to the electron energy

distribution, which contains both primary electrons with E -100 eV and

plasma electrons with E-1 to 10 eV.
The saturated value of beam current indicated in Figures 21 and

22 can be explained as follows. Electrons are only collected by "anode

potential surfaces" (i.e., anode grid, control grid, and window struc-

ture), since all other surfaces are negative with respect to plasma
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potential. Ions, however, are collected by both cathode and anode

surfaces, since both are negative with respect to the plasma. Under

saturation conditions, when the apparent potential of the control grid

is positive relative to the anode, the ions are reflected back to the

anode grid. In addition, because the secondary electron yield due to

ion impact on cathode surfaces is much less than unity, the total ion
current is equal to the total electron current. In other words, J.AT

j A -, where j, and J are respectively the collected ion and elec-
e AG i e

tron current densities and A and AAG are, respectively, the total and
anode grid areas. Since the control grid intercepts few electrons, due

to focusing of beam electrons through it, we can write: IB eAG,

where T is the transmission of the anode grid. The current collected

by the anode can be written as: IA = [Je(1 - T) - AG The ratio

I B/IA at saturation is then given by:

BAA
IB T T

(1 - T) -(I -T) -vo/A

For our case, T 0.53 and AAG/AA 0.12 so that IB/IA 1.5. This

agrees reasonably well with tMe experimentallv indicated ratio of 1.66.

In these tests, a beam current of 30 mA (0. 19 mA/crm ) was extracted

from the discharge at up to 162 keV for 5 sec. Small arcs (wihtout high

voltage power supply overload) occasionally occurred at this level.

Such occurrences were rare at a beam energy of 150 keV and operation

was quite reliable.

Electron beam stab'lity was assessed by observing electron

beam and discharge currents with Pearson current transformers and

an oscilloscope. Generally, oscillations on the extracted beam were

associated with ripple in the various power supplies. Since beam cur-

rent is proportional to discharge current, ripple in the latter influences

the former. Therefore, it is desirable to use a constant current dis-

charge power supply to minimize ripple on the electron beam.
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Argon and air have been added to the helium working atmosphere
Swith no xioticeable effects on stability. They do, however, reduce the

maximum operating pressure, which is determined by Paschen break-

down. Measurements indicate that contamination with 30% argon or

Z0% air x,-ill reduce maximum operating pressure by 50%. At the same

time, minimum operating pressure, which is determined, in part, by

the ionization cross section cc the gas mixture, is reduced. The dis-

charge itself acts as a pump for chemically active contaminants such as

1[ air and water. This is a result of sputtering produced by energetic

ions striking the cathode surfaces. Measurements with the 4 cm x

40 cm gun indicate that the discharge pumps air at a rate of about 5 x

10 -3 Torr-liter/sec. This corresponds to a reduction in the partial

oressure of air by 20 mTorr in 1 min. Thus, once the outgassing or

leakage rate has been reduced below this level bý conditioning (cycling

between gun operation and evacuation) the discharge w;ill remove any

further contamination. Consequently, the gun continues to clean up

so that stable, consistent operation becomes more likely. After condi-

tioning with a foil window, however, the possibility of leaks and out-

gassing increases, so that the conditioning process takes longer.

I. Uniformity of the Extracted E-Beam - The 4 cm

x 40 cm plasma cathode e-gun was studied in three different experi-

mental configurations to determine and improve the uniformity of the

output electron beam. In the first set of experiments, the cathode and

grid structure of the gun was placed in a bell jar and the uniformity of

the plasma cathode discharge measured with a single, movable Faraday

cup ion probe. Next, the e-beam current density distribution was studied

with 21 Faraday probe current collectors placed at different positions in

the 4 cm x 40 cm e-beam pattern and mounted on a solid collector plate

bolted to the e-gun. Finally, a 100 keV e-beam was extracted through a

thin foil window and probed by means of a single Faraday cup current

collector, which could be moved continuously along the 40 cm gun dimen-

sion in the center of the pattern. In all three experimental arrangements, i
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•:,+;small endplates were placed within and near the ends of the hollow cathode
it chamber to alter and improve the observed beam uniformity. These end-

i.+, plates could be biased at a fixed voltage, allowed to float, or connected

S~electrically to the hollow cathode.
SThe beam density and beam uniformity measurements were

Sinconclusive due to the impossibility of determining, the differences in

g_:" the responses of the 21 FVaraday probes. The bell jar and foil extrac-

_tion measurements, in which a single, movable current collector is

Sused, were useful and the details of these two experiments are

•' presented below.

S1. Low-Voltage Bell-Jar Experiments

i,. To study the effects of structure modifications to the
Se-gun on the expected current-density profile, the cathode-grid struc-

ture of the 4 cm x 40 cm e-gun was placed in a vacuumr bell jar. In
this configuration, w e placed dith a r the s dowt othe holo discharge

was studied by measuring the spatial variations of an extracted ion

assumptions:

c The spatial variation of the extracted e-beam
depends primarily on the electron density in
the hollow-cathode discharge which in turn
equals the ion densitya for a neutral plasma.

n The control grid (GZ) and the plasma, with a
Debye length ofad 0.y 5 robm, isoTates the condi-
i a ions in the hollow cathode region from the
acceleration -region so that operating at high

e voltages wlth an extracted beam does not
Tstrongly affect the conditions within the hollow

ctd e cathode.

t The ion density in the hollow-cathode discharge as monitored

by a modified Faraday cup probe mounted on a rod located i0.7 cm from

the control grid xicaich could be moved continuously along the 40 c tn

dimension of the structure. The Faraday CUe had a collecting aperture
of 0.d3 cm p n6.35 mm diameter): a suppressor grid in front of the

collector was operated -cith a negative bias of about w0 V (Nvith respect

to the collector) to minimize the effects of secondary emission from
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the collector plate. The collector was run at a negative potential of

20 V relative to the cup and aperture. The sliding contact for an 8. 5

potentiometer was connected to the rod which moved the probe; this

i allowed the position of the probe to be continuously monitored, A con-

tinuous analog recording of ion current versus position (as determined

by the voltage across the potentiometer) was Ym-ade using an x-y

recorder. Over fifty such recordings were made under many differ-

ent gun conditions and configurations.
The gun structure was modified by placing two 0. 012 in. thick

stainless-steel plates in the hollow cathode can. They were oriented

normal to the axis of the gun, and at the ends of the 40 cm aperture of

4 the gun. These 4. 5 in. diameter endDlates were circular, except for

a segment cut off to clear the screen grids (GI and GZ). This size

"provided a 3/16 in. clearance between the interior of the hollow cathode

-and grid surfaces: the endplates were therefore electrically isolated

from the rest of the cathode parts.

Tests were run with and without endplates. In separate tests,

the endplates were allowed to float, were connected to the cathode, or

were maintained at a fixed voltage (50 to 400 V) with respect to the

cathode. These experiments showed that the plasma density in the

hollow-cathode discharge could be modified in a predictable manner

due to the presence of the endplates. Without the endplates, the plas-

ma density fell off fre-m the uniform mid gun value to near zero at the

ends of the gun aperture, with a transition region of 4 to 8 crm. Opera-

tion with the endplates biased to 250 to 300 V or flranng (where the

potential floats up to the plasma potential, which is near the anode grid

voltage of 400 V) gave an increase in the plasma density near the ends
of the 40 cm aperture, co that the fail-off region was approximately

halved. In the best cases, the uniformity of the observed ion density."

was ±5% over the central 80 to 85% of the longitudinal aperture. Vari-
ations of *10% to *20% were more typical.
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The observed increase in plasma density near the ends of the

beam aperture is believed to be due to changes which plasma species

experience in the potential near the walls. In the normal case, when

the edges of the aperture are at cathode potential (which is also the

case when the end plates are operated at cathode potential), a sheath on

the order of a centimeter thickness develops which reflects electrons

back into the interior of the hollow cathode and causes the plasma

density in the sheath region to be low. When the positively biased or

floating end plates are present. electrons no longer experience the

reflection of the sheath near the end plates and the plasma density

increases.

It was observed that contamination effects played a major role

in determining the uniformity of the plasma density. The bell jar is

not the clean environment in which an electron gun is meant to run.

The gun was usually so badly contaminated after a couple of data runs

that the observed plasma density became grossly nonuniform 'even for

fresh gas fills) and the gun would have to be disassembled and cleaned.

This occurred even when the diffusion pump line was LN trapped. A

microprobe analysis of the contaminated parts was not conclusive in

showing that the contamination was due to pump oil or vacuum grease j
from the bell-jar seals. Nevertheless, due to these contamination

problems, it was decided to continue tests of the endplate configura-

tions with the gun in a clean, high-vacuum environment at high voltage

and observing an extracted e-beam.

2. Extracted Beam Measurements at High Voltage

The 4 cm x 40 cm plasma cathode e-gun was operated

in the configuration for which it would be used to pump e-beam eus-

tained lasers. In this configuration, the e-beam was extracted through

a 4 cm x 40 cm thin foil window. The window was made of Kapton,

coated on both sides with a thin layer of aluminum, and had a total

thickness of 0. 0005 in. The chamber downstream from the foil ,as '

evacuated: it housed the moving Faraday cup probe used in the bell-

jar experiments. This probe was grounded through a low input
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impedance current to voltage converter and thus acted as an electron
collector. As before, the position of the probe was monitred byV putting a known voltage across a potentiometer, the moving contact ofI which was connected to the moving rod and probe, and reading the volt-
age on the contact. Probe diameter was 6. 35 mm. In addition to the
movable probe, a solid 6 cm x 45 cm aluminum collector plate which
collects (approximately) the total transmitted e-beam was located

behind the moving Faraday cup probe. The diagnostics box, th_ moving

probe, and the collector plate are shown in Figure 23.

SOLID COLLECTOR PLATE

;•THIN FOIL WINDOW MOVABLE FARADA*11 CUP PROBE

Figure 23. The diagnostics chambr.
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No attempt was made to cool the foil and, consequently, it was

"necessary to operate at a low current density for a short duration at

100 to 120 kV. Satisfactory operation at -!00 pA/cm f,-r _. sec was

obtained, although the current density distribution data were taken at

=30 pA/cm . At each probe position, the probe current signal received

was displayed on a storage oscilloscope, along with a signal propor-

* tional to the total beam current drawn, so that a reference for each

probe position reading could be maintained. Data was taken with end-

plates both floating and connected to the cathode.

The data from two runs, taken on different days and with different

helium gas fills, are included. Good data reproducibility is seen, and

the beam is uniform within +5% over about 15 cm to 20 cm and ±10%

over 25 cm. Th's can be compared to the similar data taken for the

case in which the endplates were tied to the cathode (as shown in

Figure 25). The two sets of results are compared in Figure 26 (which

plots the averaged result3 for each operating condition). A small

change between the two data sets is apparent. This change, a slight

increase in the density nearer the edges of the beam, is consistent with

the results of the bell-jar experiments.

These results show that the extracted beam of the plasma cathode

electron gun is very uniform, ±-5%, over the central region of the gun

aperture. Near the edges, 5 crm to 10 cm away, the current density

decreases, probably due to sheath effects and potential gradients present

at the gun in those regions. For a larger gun of 100 cm to 200 cm

length, these end effects represent a nonuniformity over a srnall frac-

tion of the aperture and are tolerable. Endplates could be installed to

help decrease these edge effects if operated either with a fixed potential

(250 to 300 V) or allowed to float toward plasn-a potential. The latter

7case is preferred since no additional lead in "he high-vol'.age feed-

through would be required.

* 3. Pulsed Operation of the 4 cm x 40 cm E-Gun

Although the two guns with rectangular geometry elec-
trodes, the 3 cm x "10 cm and 10 cm x 15 cm guns, were only operated in
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* a pulsed mode, careful attempts were not made with them to determine

the rmax-imr.m•, possible extracted current density and the output beam

ouniformity. For this reason, the 4 cm x 40 cm coaxial gun was run in

an experimental arrangement in which both the spatial and the temporal
1 characteristics of the pulsed (10 ILsec to 50 ý'sec pulse widths)

extracted e-beam could be stucied. For these pulsed experiments,

the mechanical arrangement was the same as that for the extracted c-

beam experiments described above. In particular, the alumi-num-coated

Kapton foil (0. 0005 in. thickness) "as mounted on an 80%o transmitting

alurminum support structure. The total beam transmission for the

- foil structure and the high-voltage anode grid is estimated to be 33%

at 100 kV and 40% at 150 kV. The same beam diagnostic arrangement

as shown in Figure 23 was used.

#- 44oo~

100V

S80

D
w 
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M0 60
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PROBE POSITION FROM HIGS-VOLTAGE FEEDTHROUGH, cm

Figure 26. Comparison of spatial distribution of output current.
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The electrical schematic is shown in Figure 27. The 115 Vac

used with the igniter power supply and the Ve!onex Model 350 pulse

generator is supplied at high voltage through an isolation transformer.

The igniter, which is on continuously, supplies a current greater than

5. 4 mA (the experimentally determined minimum value to ensure pro-

per operation). Pulsed operation of the anode grid and the hollow-

cathode discharge is effected by the Velonex pulse generator. The

Velonex output. urf. and pulseu-idth are controlled at low voltages by

the operator and transmitted by an optical transmission line to the high-

voltage environment of the Velonex. Pearson current transformers are

used to measure the current flowing out of the high-voltage energy stor-

age unit (I ) znd the current collected by the solid collector plate (Ic)

The current. insis the net current leaving the control grid and inci-
Ps

dent upon the foil assembly. At lower beam voltages (<10 kV), additional
current loops and voltage probes were used to monitor anode current

and voltage and cathode current. The control grid voltage could be con-

tinuously varied from 0 to 45 V (negative with respect to the anode grid

as shown).

In this configuration, the attainment of the highest current

density (Is. the current into the foil. or 1c. the current collected at the

collector Dlate) was studied. Studies of the beam spatial uniformity were

not attempted. The most notable results obtained were:

Maximum current output at high voltages (100 kV)
and 20 to 30 jisec pulses:

I = 10 A (current into the foil)
Ps

I i= A (curremi -- ,ilected by the collector
pk-te representative of, but not
equal. to the total extracted
current)

0 Maximum current output at lower voltages
(<60 kV):

I -30A
ps
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Stable operation of the gun at high voltage was made difficult

by the onset qf arcing and beam current oscillation phenomena. The

exact nature of these effects varied in a generally nonreproducible man-

ii ner. Although the exact cause of these arcs-and oscillations is not

- known, similar phenomena were observed earlier with the 2 cm x 10 cm

and 10 cm x 15 cm guns at the same range of current densities. In

addition, there was some evidence that gun cleanliness played an impor-

tant part in the arc and oscillation thresholds. Unfortunately, at low

pressures, where more stable high-voltage operation could be

expected, the discharge would not light reproducibly.

Figure 28 shows a typical oscillogram for operation of the gun

at 100 kV where the pulse amplitude of the Velonex and the control grid

voltage are adjusted to keep the gun current levels below arc threshold.

The upper trace is the collector current for the beam transmitted

through the foil (scale 100 rmA/di-;) and the lower trace is I (scale
ps

1 A/div). As stated above, the highest peak current extracted from the

- gun was limited by arc and/or oscillation phenomena. Reliable opera-
tion of the gun with a pulse length of 20 to 50 jisec was demonstrated,

ant., depending on gun cleanliness, the current density upstream of the

foii (I) could vary from 10 to 70 rnA/cmZ. These values of current

density are si'nilar to those obtained in operating the rectangular

georratry 2cm x 10 cm and 10 cm x 15 cm guns, In these guns the

.~ :-maximum current density obtainable was also limited by similar

oscillation/arcing phenomena, even though these guns were of consider-

Iably different mechanical design. Circuit effects may be ruled out as

a determining factor for the oscillatory behav or of the gun. Recent

data have shown how, with the same external circuitry, the gun may

oscillate at low or high frequency. in addition, charnging the circuit

had no discernible effect.
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7icure 28
Pulsed current outuut of the 4 cmx 40 cm
coaxial geometry ola3ma cathode electron
aun at l00 kV. Top Trace: Current trans-
mitted through a 0. 001 3 cm thick aluminum
coated Kapton foil. 100 mnA-/div. Bottom
Trace: Current into the foil and support
structure. 1 A/div. Swee: specd: 10 itsec/div.

Since. from several different Dulsed olasma cathode e-guns, we

have obtained similar maximum current densities, it may b-z th it the

current density output of 50 to 70 rnA/cm. reresents a limit t- the

capability of the gun. So far we do not know any of the basic mechan-

isms which limit gun output current, or what are the causes for and

the nature of the observed oscillations, it is to be noted than an

aonrox-imate calculation of the Dlasma current density in the hollo:v-

"cathode discharge. e I e V e where

j,3 the current density inA 1 c.

e electronic charge in coulombs

- d averzge electron velocity :.n cm 'sec.

yields i 30 mA:ý cr- for "aues oz n and V . tvrical for the nasma

cathode dischar-e '. 0 'ci. r e - A to 10 eV). Thi& v-alue of j Is
in tho- c-nm ?-•-.•. t,.' 01, '.-r'r-,-. for arcing and oscillation.
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Whatever causes the oscillation/arcing phenomena, the maximum

pulsed currernt density obtainable from the plasma cathode e-gun is

limited by the effects to =50 mA/cm . In addition, in repetitively

pulsed operation, the maximum average current density rmust be

limited to =1 mA/cm for stable, high-voltage results.

Plans for further tests to characterize the pulsed operation of

the plasma cathode electron gun were abandoned in favor of the develop-

ment of the ion plasma electron gun (as described in Section III). As

will be discussed, the pulsed operation of the ion plasma e-gun has far

more favorable characteristics than the plasma cathode gun.

D. Conclusions

The plasma cathode electron gun was developed on this program

to become a gun which, for cw operation, is a strong competitor to the

thermionic e-gun. Because of this development, large-scale plasma

cathode electron guns have been built and operated to pump e-beam sus-

tained CO2 laser systems. Other plasma cathode guns have been used

with molecular chemical larers and to investigate new molecular laser

systems. Based on the guns tested in this program, the plasma cath-

ode gun has the following characteristics.

* Beam voltage Up to 160 kV.

0 Beam Current density Up to 400 pA/cr2 (cw)
into the foil window. Power supply and foil
cooling limitations prevented tests at higher
currents.

0 Beam uniformity E5% over the beam aperture
except for a fall-off at the ends of the aperture,
where the beam density drops over 5 to 8 cm.

0 Gas pressure 30 to 50 mTorr of helium.

While operating the plasma cathode guns under high-voltage

conditions and extracting a beam through the foil, outgassing from the

foil and other parts of the gun subjected to the high-energy electron
flux has occasionally caused Paschen breakdow-n with a resulting arc

to an rupture of the foil window. In the existing guns, a gas pressure
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of 30 to 40 mTorr of helium is required to produce enough ionization

to supply the e-beam, especially if a large extracted current is desired.

The Paschen breakdo~wn limit of the gun is approximately 50 to 60 mTorr
i in pure helium, but the presence of conitaminant gases with a lower

Paschen characteristic could lower the arc threshold pressure consider-

ably. For this reason, operation of the plasm-a cathode gun or other

:- type of gun at a lower pressure (<10 mTorr) would be desirable. At

S~these low pressures, the ratio of cathode surface area to extracted

beam area must be increased so that the hollow cathode discharge can

" ~be lit at reasonable voltages.

As a result of the progress on this program, tb'o plasma cathode

guns have been built on other programs to pump e-bearn sustained

lasers. Both of the guns in these cases were designed so that the

hollow- cathode beam-extraction area ratio was =6 times larger than

that in the coaxial guns studied in this program~. Both new guns are cw
k• guns and have operated reliably at helium gas p--ss-res -_10 mTorr,

with a beam current density in excess of 400 p-A/c--n2 (up to 800 p-A./cm.

for short time periods) at 150 kV. One gun, width a 5 cm x 200 cm

extracted beam, built at HAC Culver City for the ARPA/Lincoln Labs

Laser Radar Power _Amplifier, has Operated at 150 kV for runs as

long as 15 rain. Based on all these results, the advantages of the

~plasma cathode e-gun over a thermionic gun include:

0 Simple, rugged construction No inherently
delicate heater elements required: thermal
stress problem minimized: smaller size.

• Instantaneous startup No -varmup time: beam
extraction obtained immediately after dis-
charge ignition (which occurs in =1 t•sec).

S• Relative insensitivity to contamination Foil
rupture or leaks do not poison cathode surfaces,
although purity of the flill gas and vacuum
integrity need to be maintained for high-

• voltage operation.

!i High efficiency Consumes less power from
t supplies floating at high voltages.

0 Low cost Fewer Darts. simpler, easier to scale.
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A possible disadvantage of this gun is that it is gas-filled and

and not a vacuum gun. This means that, at high voltage, care must be

taken to maintain a clean helium environment free of large amounts of

| contaminant gases. As described above, using larger aspect rat'io
I guns I'more hollow cathode volume for the same current output)

decreases the pressure and eases the high-voltage constraints. The

ion plasma. electron gun (described in Section IH) also operates at low

helium pressure, which makes it better suited for high-voltage opera-

tion and an attractive alternate to the plasma cathode gun. For ew

applications, the plasma cathode gun has proven itself. For pulsed

operati~on, the ion plasma gun has been demonstrated to be clearly

superior to both the plasma cathode and the thermionic guns, and com-

petitive with cold-cathode, field-enrission types of guns. As men-

tioned above, during the pulsedl plasma cathode tests, the decision was

made to concentrate all efforts toward developing the ion plasma gun,

even before all pulsed tests of the plasma cathode could be completed.
-ff
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Iln. THE ION PLASMA ELECTRON GUNt

The ion plasma electron gun is a new type of electron gun which

is capable of operating at lower gas pressures than most other gas-

filled guns. This lower pressure means that the ion plasma e-gun is

capable of the high-voltage operation and high current fluxes applicable

to e-beam sustained laser systems in pulsed and cw operation. On

this program, the initial experimental re_ Its were obtained. After

the end of the contract, the theoretical model of the gun was derived

and additional data points taken to corroborate the model: this work

was carried out on company IR&D funds.

A. Theory of Operation

A schematic of the ion plasma electron gun is shown in

Figure 29. In this gun, a low-voltage plasma is struck near the anode,

and this plasma acts as a source of ions. The plasma may be obtained

by any one of several means, including a therionic diode discharge,
8 o

a hollow-cathode discharge, or a thin-wire discharge. Thin-w-ire

discharge, the method shown in Figure Z9, will be described more
fully below. A fraction of the ions produced in the discharge are accel-I Ierated to the cathode (negative high voltage of as much as 400 kV),

where they collide with the electrode surface and produce secondary

electrons. These electrons are then accelerated back toward the anode,
experiencing few collisions in the process of passing through the low-

pressure gas (mean free path for 100 kV electrons in 20 mTorr of

helium is =l00 m -). This electron beam then passes through the thin

foil window and into the laser chamber or region where the beam is to

be used.

Only the thin-wire discharge, of the three previously mentioned
ways of producing the discharge plasma, operates at a pressure l.ow

enough to be compatible with high-voltage gun operation and can be used

with a compact design configuration. The thin-vwire discharge, which

has been experimentally studied by McClure,9 can operate at low pres-

sure because the thin wire permits highly efficient electrostatic trapping
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of electrons to sustain the discharge. In this discharge, electrons are

trapped in zhe electric field near the thin wire (at a positive voltage of

400 V) and form helical orbits around the wire. These orbits allow

the electrons to attain long path lengths so that ionization of helium

"atoms can occur (ionization mean free path in 10 mTorr of helium for
Z

400 eV electrons is 70 cm). This mechanism results in a limited sus-

taining generatiorn of electrons. In the present experiments, this thin-

xwire discharge has been operated with pressures as low as 2 mTorr in

helium.

An array of thin wires (each wire separately driven) in the ion

plasma electron gun can be distributed across the beam aperture and

in the discharge region. Since the depth of the discharge region may

be as small as a centimeter, it will not add much to the size of the

•- gun. A hollow-cathode discharge is also an efficient ion source, but

for operation at pressures <10 mTorr, the ratio of hollow-cathode sur-

face area to extraction area must be increased significantly to obtain

meaningful currents. A larger area ratio wvill increase gun size. Using

a thermionic cathode discharge as an ion source allows low-pressure

operation, but again size must be significantly increased to accommodate
the cathode heaters.

4176-2

<ICAT CATODE (-150 MV

THIN WIRE PLASMA ,

VDV
Figure 29. Ion plasma e-gun schematic.
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3 A simple theoretical model of the gun's operation is presented

below. ,The thin-wire discharge current, ID, produces equal amounts

of plasma electron and ion current (0. 5 'D each) in the discharge region.

Most of the ion current is collected at the ground potential surfaces

(i.e.. the foil, ion extraction grid, and walls of the region): the rest

passes through the ion extraction grid and into the high field region,

where the ions are accelerated to the cathode. A fraction of the ion

current is directed toward the grid. This fraction is estimated to be

=0.25 using a simple geometrical model and neglecting the fringing

through the grid of the large field in the acceleration region. The

effective potential at the grid, as seen by the ions, relative to the thin

wires is V =-V i - Vt e where ýt 103 is the
grid anode vire cathode'

amplification factor of the grid 6 so that V = -400 V - 125 V = - 525 V

(for 125 kV operation). This means that the high cathode voltage

increases the effective potential of the grid by =25%, which indicates

that fringing of the large field into the plasma discharge region does

occur and will increase the amnount of ion current directed toward the }

grid. This increace is offset by the fraction of the ion current inter-
cepted by the grid (200%7 in the device t.ested) so that the ion current

passing the grid is approximately 1. 0. 125 1 . At the cathode, q

secondary electrons are produced for each incident ion. "his second-
cry emission coefficient, ris, has been measured1 0 ' 1 1 to be from 10 to

14 but in these measurements the ions were directed onto the steel sur-

face in a field-free drift region. In the present case, a field of 30 kV/

cm exists at the cathode, which means that I s may be larger than the

reported values. In any case, the electron current incident on the foil

window will be I = (1/8) - 9sgID, where 1 = ion extraction grid trans-e sg g
mission (=0.8 present device). From these preliminary considerations,

the prediction would be that Ie = ID. At beam voltages above 120 kV, a

foild window and support structure may be built so that Ž0. 8 to 0. 9 of I
e

is transmitted into the laser region.

In fact, as will be described in the next section, since the rela-

tionship between I and ID is not linear, so the more complicated physical

mechanisms must be included in an accurate theory of operation for the
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ion plasma electron gun. Some of the mechanisms which may be

important to the operation of the gun, arid which could help explain the
observed data, will be presented in Section llI-D.

* The efficiency of the gun is dependent on the ratio of (1) the

I

energy delivered by the high-voltage supply to the electrons to (2) the
total energy delivered to the ions and electrons. Since the energy

needed to drive the plasma discharge is negligible compared to that

delivered by the high-voltage supply, the plasma-supplied energy may

be neglected in calculating gun efficiency (the plasma discharge volt-

age is =400 V and, since T = Ie, the vlasma discharge energy is =<I%
eD e

of the energy supplied by the high-voltage supply). From these consid-

erations, total gun efficiency is 1
-I = gI-TIT T + 11 9 0

where
-! i71 s = secondary emission coefficient

Si = ion extraction grid transmissionKg
"= foil window structure transmission

At high beam voltages (>123 kV), ItT will be around 60%.

SThe ion plasma Alectron gun has important potential advantages

for application to e-bam pumped laser systems. These advantages

include:

0 High-voltage operation Because the ion
plasma e-gun can operate -ith a helium gas
pressure below 10 mTorr, operation with a
beam voltage in excess of 400 kV may be
anticipated.

SHigh current density A current density of
between 5 and 10 A/cm2 may be estimated
for beam voltages of 300 kV or higher. The
maximum current density obtainable may be
limited by space charge effects on the ion
beam being extracted fronr the discharge
region.
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.* CW and pulsed operation The ion plasma
e-gun has operated both cw and in the pulsed

mode with pulse lengths as short as 0. 5 Fisec.
Unlike the cold-cathode field-effect guns, the

2 •output current density does not fall with
increasing pulse length, due to limitations of

l the gun mechanism. Instead, the average cur-

rents obtainable are set by foil window cooling

and power supply limitations.

0 Monoenereetic beams Even at high ion ez.ergies
secondary electrons emitted are expected to
have initial energies less than 40 eV. 11, 12 At
the high beam energies anticipated, this
represents a small fractional energy spread.

Because of this and the fact that a dz high
"voltage supply is used, a very monoenergetic

e-beam may be expected which will result in

good foil penetration. Low-energy electrons
(which result from the rise and fall of the supply
voltage and are oresent with field-effect cold-
cathode guns) will not be present with the ion

plasma e-gun.

* Gun control with electronics at ground potentiai
The ion plasma gun is controlled by the plasma
discharge, which operates at about 400 V above

t the ground electrode (anode) of the gun. This

means there is no need for the electronics to
run the gun to be floated at high voltage, as is

necessary with thermionic and plasma cathode

e-guns.

S• DC high-voltage supply for repetitively pulsed
operation For applications requiring repeti-
tively pulsed operation, the ion plasma gun
will operate with a dc high-voltage supply.

Field emission cold-cathode e-guns require a
repetitively pulsed Marx-bank high-voltage
supply.

- Scalability Based o-.. experience on this pro-
gram with the -ire discharge, there arpears
to be ne reason why the ion plasma gun cannot
be scaled to produce large-area beams.
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B. Experimental Arrangement

The {on plasma gun was tested experimentally during the last

* seven months of this contract. The experirnents were devised to test

j the gun in as flexible a configuration as possible. For this purpose,

I. the 4 cm x 40 cm plasma cathode e-gun (Figure 8) was modified to

operate as an ion plasma e-gun. The modifications required were

"Ur ~ relatively simple and were accomplished more quickly than the design

and fabrication of a new gun device could have been. The ion plasrma

gun which resulted from these modifications is not an optimum des:gn,Vi but it has proven itself to be a useful test vehicle and has been operated

up to 130 kV.

A schematic of the test device is shown in Figure 30, In com-

v parison with I. igure 8, the modifications to the original plasma cathode
S~g-un have included:

0 Replacing the anode and control grids of the

* plasma cathode gun -ith a single stainless-
steel plate which closes off the hollow cathode
and is the secondary electron emitting cathode

- surface.

- Adding a thin-vire discharge plasma genera-
tion region.

In the gun, the high-voltage acceleration region is defined by

the flat portion of the cathode surface and by the ion extraction grid

(located at the boundary between the plasma generation and accelera-

tion regions). This grid is made of fine stainless-steel wire mesh: it

has approximately 80% transmission %ith a wire size of 0.001 in. and

* a square mesh size of 0. 025 in. The acceleration gap is 4 cm. The

foil support structure used is the sarne as that described previously:

0. 001 in. thick aluminum foil w•irndows were used in these experiments.

The gun %as mounted to the plexiglas diagnostics box described pre-

viously (Figure 23) so that current density uniformity measurements

o could be taken with the moving Faraday cup current collector.

V 7z
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ACCELERATION CATHlODE
REGION 45- kV

SANODE WIRESPLA SMA- GEN ERA- nON ----. -
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REGION

ii- - COLLECTOR PLATE

Figure 30. !on plasma e-gun test device.
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I Figure 31. Schematic of the two different thin anode wire
-, alignments used.
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The olasma generation region is a thin-wire discharge chamber

with a transverse cross section of 4 cm x 4 cm. Two different thin-

wire configurations were tested. In the first, three individual 0. 3 mm

diameter tungsten wires were placed 1 cm apart running longitudinally

along the discharge chamber. Four wires were also run transversely

across the discharge region and located 1. 6 mm below the plane of the

longitudinal wires. This configuration is sketched in Figure 31(a).

Data were taken with only the longitudinal wires being driven: the

trar-sverse wires were, on occasion, used as Langmuir probes. For

the second configuration, as shown schcnatically in Figure 31(b) and

photographically in Figure 32, seventeen transverse wires were used,

wvith the center wire being available for use as a Langmuir probe. This

seconL configuration was used to increase the amount of anode current

and to decrease the system inductance for short pulse, high current

tests.

The ion plasma electron gun was operated in t% o diff rent

mnodes: a quasi-cw operating mode in which the thir. wire anode dis-
charges v.ere switched on for 5 to 150 msec and a short-pulse mode

yielding anode wire current pulses of 2 to 5 istc FWHM. In the first

case. for which the test schematic is given in Figure 33, the anode
wire discharges were switched on and off by reed relays. In this case,

the maxim-um pulse length was determined by the energy storage capa-

city of the high-voltage power supply and by foil heating constraints.

Care was also taken in this operating mode to ensure that the three

anode wires (in quasi-cw operation, only the 3 anode wire configuration

was used) carried equal currents.

Li short-p-ilse operation, the test circuitry was the same,

except for the way the thin-,%ire anode discharges were driven. In

this case, each wire -as driven by its own 0. 01 V~f capacitor, charged

to 2 kV, and switched by a thyratron. A single thyratron switched all

the wires. In the 17 wire configuration, the ratio of total current

switched to the current in one single wire indicated that all wires

carried approximately the same current. The total current capacity

of the thyratron used was about 300 A.
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During the experiments the following currents could be monitored

with the method described.

1 . Total Cathode Current

't
I This current, which is the sum of the ion curient imping-

inga on and the electron current leaving (due to secondary emission) the

cathode, was read using a Pearson current transformer and an oscillo-

scope readout. The current transformer was placed around a portion

cf the RG!9 high-voltage cable and inside the outer conductor (which

connected the high-voltage supply to the gun cathode).

2. Total Thin-Wire Current

The sum of the currents in the thin-wire discharges was

also monitored via a Pearson current transformer.

3. Faraday Cup Probe Current

For the quasi-dc current measurements, this current

was small. To measuz-e the current, the voltage drop across a 10 9.

resistor placed between the cup and ground •as read and amplified
3(gain, 10 ) for display on an oscilloscope. For the short pulsed mea-

surements, in which current levels were much higher, a Pearson

current transformer could be used. In both cases the Faraday cup col-

lector was run at +10 V to help eliminate the effects of secondary emis-

sion. Even so, the collected current measured in such an arrange-

ment has been estimated to be about 25% less than the actual e-beam.
7

current entering the cup aperture. The amplifier display system was

carefully calibrated.

4. Collector Plate Current

Apart from the e-beam current collected by the Faraday

cup, this current represents the total transmitted e-beam and was read

via a Pearson current transformer in the ground return lead.

i E
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C. Experimental Results

Experimental observables and important empirical physical

relationships for the ion plasma gun can be classified according to the

three regions of the e-gun test apparatus:

- • Thin--wire discharge

Total anode wire current

Pulse shaDe

Pressure dependence of total current
and prebreakdown voltage.

• • Cathode phenomena

Voltage and total cathode current

Relationship of total cathode current
to cathode voltage, gas pressure, and
pulse width for a given anode wire
current.

0 Beam Diagnostics

Extracted e-beamn flux, total current,
and spatial uniformity.

Extensive efforts were not made to parametrically characterize

"the thin-wire discharge. From the experiments run, it was found that

a The minimu-- pressure at which the thin-wire
discharge could be initiated was Z reTorr of
helium, as obtained from both thin-wire con-
figurations (Figure 31) and a Drebreakdown f
voltage of 2 kV.

* The pulsed current per unit wire length varied
directly w-ith helium gas pressure. The maxi-
miun at 20 mTorr pressure was 4.4 A/cm of
anode wire length. For the seventeen anode
"wire config-uration (Figure 31(b) and Figure 3Z),
this represenLed a maximum total anode current
of 300 A, which is also the rated current value
of the type 5C22 thyratron used.
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0 • Variation of se:ies resistance in the thin-
wire circuit and of charging voltage (i. e.
the prebreakdown voltage) also changed the

peak anode %ire current and the pulse width.
-i• For the tests run, the ptilse width was 2 to

1 •5 usec (•-VWl3M).

The ion plasma e-gun has been operated w-ith a beam voltage as

high as 130 kV, a value lirinited by the power supply. Most of the data

taken was at a beam voltage of 110 kV. The measured cathode current,

which includes both the incident ion current and the secondary emission

electron current, was rnonitored as functions of anode uire current and
beam voltage. At a gi.v,:1 gas pressure, the total cathode current drawn

(for a given anode currerlt) varied approximately as V As pressure

increased, anode current, cathode current, and the ratio of cathode
S~current to anode current all increased. There were not sufficient data

taken of hiis pressure dependence to determine the functional relation-

ship of the variation. Cathode current flux at 110 kV (total cathode

current divided by cathode area) is shown ir. Figure 34 plotted as a

function of the total anode wvire current and in Figure 35 plotted as a

Sfunction of the anode current per unit anode wirelength. These data

show that cathode current does not vary linearly with anode current, as

had been predicted by the -simple theoretical model presented above. A
least mea. square Lit of these data yields Jcathode = 0.469 120.789 -here

j cathode = total cathode current flux (A/cui;-) and I = anode current/

anode %vire length A/cxn). This relationship (linear on the log-log plot)

holds very well for over four decades of variation in the currents,

including both the quasi-cwx (10 to 150 msec pulse length) and the short

oulse (? to 5 jLsec I-WH.I) operation. The maximum pulsed cathode

current flux obtained was 2 A/cm2 at a total anode wire current of 300 A.

Figure 36 shows ail oscillogram of the current waveforms for the

total thin-wire anode current and the total cathode current for an 8 msec

* .-- pulse length. The droop of the anode wrire current waveform is due to

- - the characteristics of the Pe;-rson Model 2100 current transformer used

I- - for that measurement. Picure 37 shows waveforms for the same two

currents of a 5 jisec EkI-4M current pulse. Here, the cat!hode current

- . •has a long (=40 •sec) fall tine. This long fall time has been prev-iously

observe4d in this kind of gun.7
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Figure 34. Cathode current output of the ion plasma gun as a func-
tion of the anode current input; beam voltage is 110 kV.
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TOTAL ANODE
WIRE CURRENT
50 mA/div

- CATHODE CURRENT
0.5 A/div

SWEEP SPEED
2 msec/div

Figure 36.
Anode -wire and cathode output current for the
ion plasma e-gun at 110 kV beam voltage and
with quasi-cw (long pulse) operation.

5749-

TOTAL ANODE
WIRE CURRENT
100 A/div

CATHODE CURRENT
50 A/div

SWEEP SPEED
1 psec/div

Figure 37.
Anode v-ire and cathode output current for the ion
plasma e-ggun at I 10 kV beam voltage with short
pulse operation. Gas pressure 10 mTorr He.
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S~In typical experiments run at a 110 kV beam current, the ratio

-- of the collector plate current to the total cathode current was found to

be =0.05. Contributing factors were

" • 4 The fraction of the total cathode current which
was electron current =0- 91 for a secondary
emission coefficient of 10 at the cathode

0 Two screen mesh grids, above and below the-
plasma discharge region, each with a trans-
mission of 0.78 for a total transmission of •

0.61

0 Foil support transmission of 0. 8

0. Foil window tran smi ssion of = 0. 7

• Reflection of electrons and secondary emission
Ii of electrons at the collector plate of =0. 5

S[0 Shadowing due to the Faraday cup and its sup-
- nt port (usually positioned in the center of thebbeam) of 0. 72.

STThe fract of these factors ratio of -0.cur which is

podc wa letoncrent s09 fo a ! seaondar

'than the observed. However, since the collector plate was located

Ik 20 cm from the foil, scattering of electrons coming through the foilcould have caused them to miss the plate, which could account for the

"sgwdifferent.
Results on the uniformity of the output current density were

taken with the movable Faraday cup for positions a0ong the longitudinal
Saxis of the beam aperture. Two scans of =0 points along the axis were

taken at two different values of the cathode current, as shoes in
SFigure 38. For each datum, a separate current pulse of the gun was

S~extracted: the shot-to-shot repeatability of similar pulses wiSth the
SFaraday cup in a single position was found to be s5%. For the data

Sshown, if account is taken of the =15d uncertainty of each point, it may

bbe concluded that the output uniformity of the gun will probably prove to

be very good within the central 30 cm of the 40 cm1 long aperture.
Finally, the value of current density read by the Faraday cura probe

when positioned in the middle of the aperture was 2 to 3 times larger

than the value which wourd be expected on the basis of the total mea-

sured collector Dlate current. This fact corroborates the earlier
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statement that secondary emission and reflection at the plate and

scattering of the e-beam from the foil, causing electrons to miss the

plate. accounted for 'the lower collector plate current readings than

would be expected from other current data.

D. Discussion and Conclusions

Experiments with the ion plasma electron gun test device were

run o~ver a relatively short time: they w,.ere intended to demonstrate the

gun concept and to obtain as large a cathode current as possible. The

emphasis was not on optimizing overall gun performance or on obtain-

ing the data needed to accurately characterize the gun' s operation. The

following results were obtained from these experiments:

0 Beam voltage Voltage to 130 WV. Higher beam
voltages were not attempted due to limits on the
high-voltage power supply. The gun itself
operated stably with few arcing, corona, or
other high-voltage breakdcwo.n prob~lems.
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Figure 38. Uniformity of the output current density
as read by the movable Faraday cup for
3 msec current pulses.
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0 Pulse length Length varied from 5 •Isec to
150 msec. At the shorter pulse lengths (5 to
10 ILsec FWHM), large currents could be
drawn from the gun. At long pulse lengths
(I to 150 msec), the guxi operated in a cw-type
manner in that there were no changes in output
characteristics :,ver the entire range of pulse
duration except for limitations due to the
energy capacity of the power supplies. This
fact suggests that these operating times are
longer than any transient effects in the gun
and that operation is essentially steady state.

0 Output current A maximum of 320 A cathode
zurrent was obtained, which implied a current
density of 2 A/cm2 as limited by existing cir-
cuitry. This value of current density was
obtained in a 5 ILsec pulse length. In the cw-
type, long pulse operatioin. a maximum output
current of 2 A (>10 mA/cm-) was obtained.

0 Pressure Typical 10 to 20 mTorr of helium.
Gun pressure could be lowered to 2 mTorr.

In cw operation, the spatial uniformity of the outout current

density was measured by means of a moving Faraday cup located down-

stream of a 0. 001 in. thick aluminum foil window. The results of this

experiment, based on data for different sets of operating parameters,

show that the ion plasma gun gives a beam with good uniformity except

for regions just near the edges of the aperture. Within the central por-

tion of the gun aperture, no hot soots or pronounced current .mninima

were observed.

Cathode current was measured at a 110 kV beam voltage for

various values of thin-wire anode current, the variation extending over

four decades. The results show the relation to be 5cathode (A/!cm ) -

0. 469 120. 789, where Ii = anode wire current per unit wire length

(A/cm) holds with good accuracy throughout the range of the experi-

* ments. This empirical relationship is different from the linear rela-

Stionship predicted by the simple theoretical model. A more sophisticated

theoretical model for the ion plasma e-gun should include the effects of

"charge ex.change and space charge in the acceleration region of the gun.

in addition, a detailed model for the thin-wire discharges would be
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important. In particular, wvire length, wire spacing, and system

inductance seem to influence the amount of short pulse wire current

which can be drawn and the relative amount of cathode current

produced.

Space charge effects could limit the current produced by the

gun in two ways. The maximum electron current density which can be

emitted from the cathode is given by the Child-Langmuir relation
Je(A/cmr) = 2.33 x 10-6 (V 3/2)/d , where d = acceleration gap spacing

in centimeters. For the gun used, d = 4 cm, which for V = 110 kV
2

gives a maximum electron current density of 5.31 A/cmr. A simi-

lar calculation can be made for the max-imum ion current extractable

from the ion extraction grid; in this calculation, the constant in the

Child-Langrnuir relation is 2.93 x 10.8 for He+ ions (to account for the

ion mass) and the maximum ion current possible is 0. 068 A/ The

secondary emission coefficient of He' ions on stainless steel in vacuum

"is expected to be from 10 to 14; therefore, the maximum electron cur-

rent obtainable, as limited by space charge on the ions, would be 0.67

to 0.94 A/cm , a smaller value than that calculated considering the

electron space charge.

As stated above, the maximum cathode current obtained in the

experimrents was 2 A/cm, a value larger than that predicted as the

ion space charge limit. In addition, no leveling off of the current trans-

fer relationship was seen, as would be expected if the space charge

limit were being approached. To account for the larger than expected

cathode current, several explanations may be offered.

(!) Charge exchange In this process, helium iots
in the acceleration region collide with neutral
helium atoms ai-d exchange electrons, with each
helium ion creating an energetic neutral fencrgy

* 200 eV to 110 keV depending on where the
process takes place in the acceleration region)
and a slow speed He+ ion. The energetic neu-
trals produced have approximately the same
momentum and energy as the original ion, 13 so

* •that these neutrals proceed onto the cathode
w.here they produce a comparable number of
secondary eiectrons as the ions. 1 4 Hence the
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helium particle flux incident on the cathcdc
is larger than the ion current by the number
of charge exchange reactions: this leads to
larger observed cathode and secondary elec-
tron currents. Calculations of the charge
exchange mean free path in our system, based
upon published cross-section data, 1 3 give a
value which is less than 3/4 of the accelerating
gap distance. Charge exchange could account
for the current draw.vn being 2to 3 times greater
than would be expected.

(Z) Field-enhanced secondary emission The
secondarx- emission coeffic-ents reported w.ere
taken from experiments in hich the targets
were in a field-free region. in our case, the
field at the cathode is 3 x 104 V/_m, which

could lead to a slight increase in secondary
emission. Such a field is far below the
107 V/cm required for field emission and
the effect of rnicroprotrusions to locally
enhance the fields would not appreciably
increase overall current.

S(3) Cathode heaftng The incident ion flux heats the

cathode surface: a 1000C temDera.ure rise may
be expected if the energy is deposited within
I It m for a 2 .zsec current pulse. This wculd not
be sufficient for thermionic emission to Mncrease
cathode current significantly.

(4) ion space charge neutralization The electron
beam is partially intercepted by the ion extrac-
tion grid, producing slow secondary electrons
in the grid region. Calculations indicate that
7% of the space charge may be neutralized bv
this mechanism.

Of the various mechanisms suggested to explain the large cathode cur-

rent, the firs:, charge exchange, appears the most likely. Detailed

calculations arising from a more sophisticated model of the gu will

will give further insight to these probicms. Whatever the mechanisms

'3 at wo.z• to produce the current, the maximum, current density possible

will be the value calculated from -he Ch-ld-Langnmuir relation for elec-

trons (e. g.. 5. 3 A/cm- for +he present gun) whic"h scales as V3/-/d.
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With this scaling, operation of the ion plasma gun with a current
"density >5 A/cm2 at 300 kV should be possible.

The advantages of the ion plasma e-gun as a pulsed e-beam
*1pump for high-pressure visible and uv excimer laser systems are

* Longer current pulses than from a cold-cathode field emission gun

0 Monoenergetic e-beaxm, since there is no
rise and fall of the high voltage

. DC high voltage for repetitively pulsed
operation

* Gun control via relatively low voltages
with ground potential based electronics.

Based on the observed performance of the gun, continued development
of the ion plasma e-gun to realize these advantages is strongly urged.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

Two new electron guns were developed on this program for
]j application to e-beam dumped gas lasers. The most effort was directed
-" to the olasma cathode electron gun. In this plasma cathode e-gun. a

low-voltage hollow-cathode discharge is the electron source. Recent
experiments have demonstrated the attract.ve features of another new
e-gun, the ion olasma electron gun. in this gun. a low-voltage discharge
at ground potential oroduces ions which are accelerated at high voltage;

these ions collide with the cathode surface and produce secondary elec-

trons. The secondary electrons are in turn accelerated by the high

voltage end extracted as the output electron beam.

The plasma cathode electron gun developed on this program has
become a gun which, for cw operation, is a strong competitor to the
thermionic e-gun. From this development, large-scale plasma cathode

i- e-guns were built and operated to pump e-beam sustained CO 2 laser

s, systems. Other plasma cathode guns have been used w-ith molecular
K chemical lasers and to investigate new molecular laser systems.

Based on our experience with the guns tested, the plasma cathode gun

h. the folowing characteristics.

&• Beam voitage Up to 160 kV

0 • Beam current density Up to 400 P/ 2- (cw)
into the foil window for up to 15 min running
tinme. A curzent density of I mA/cmL was
obtaine- for shorer time riods: foil heatin
constraints limit the high-currcnt cw operation.

* Beam uniformity d-5% over the beam aperture
except for a fall-off at the unds of the aperture.
where the beam density drops over 5 to'8 cm.

Gas pressure 30 to 50 raTorr of helium.

As a result of the progress on this progran-. two plasma cathode
guns were built on other programs to pump e-beam sustained lasers.

IEoth of these guns were designed so that the hollow-cathode beam--
extraction area ratio was =6 times larger than in the coax.al guns
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studied in the present program. Both new guns are cw guns and have

been operated reliably at helium gas pressures -510 mTorr, w-ith a

beam current density in excess of 400 utA/cm2 (up to 800 pAk/cm2 for

S~~short per-iods) at 150 kV. One gun, with a 5 cm x 200 cm extracted -

•-. ~beam, bu.ilt at HAC Culver Cit-y for the ARPA/Lincoln Labs Laser ;

-. Radar Power J~. otifier, has ope-rated at 150 kV for runs as long as

" ~15 rain. Based on all these results, the advantages of the piasma

; cathode e-gun over a thermionic gun include:

0 Simple. rugged construction No inherently
• delicate heater elements are required: thermal
. stress problems are minimized. Smaller size.

0 Instantaneous startup. No %varmup) time. Beam
.extraction obtained immediately after discharge

S~ignition (wh-ich occurs in =1 ýtsec).

a Relative insensitivity to contamination Foil
rupture or leaks do not poison cathode surfaces
although puri.ty of the fill gas and vacuum integ-
rity, need to be maintained for high-voltage

Soperation.

•e High efficiency The plasma cathode guan con-

sumnes less power frolr, supplies floating at high
L-:oltages th3an do equivalent thermionic guns.

0 Law cost Has fewer varts, is simpler, and is
•: easier to scal-e.

•i• Recent experiments have der._ nstrated the ion plasma e-gun

Sconcept and have sho-.;-n thaat this gun Ea-s compelling advantages for

potential application to repetitively pulsed, high-pressure u. and visible
S~excimer laser systems. The c~haracteristics of this g-.,m as shown by

e.xperiments on a gun with a 4 cm x -410 cm- beam. aperture include:

, Beam voltage Up to 130 kV (limited by power
T supply)

0 Beam current d ensitl,: 2 A/era - (320 A total)
I pulsed operation and circuit limited. 12. 5 mA/

cm?- {2 A total) for cw operaltion

S• Pulse len-gth :: jic-•c FWH14M to 150 msec (cw
i operation also demonstrated)
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* Gas oressure 2 mTorr to 20 mTorr of

helium

* Beam uniformity E10% except for 5 to 8 cm
near edge of beam, where current density
drops off.

Based on these results, the advantages of the ion plasma electron gun

for application to uv and visible excimer laser systems as compared

to the cold-cathode field-emission-type e-gun include:

* Longer current pulses The ion plasma
"e-gun does not have a plasma closure con-
straint on obtaining long current pulses with
high current density as does the cold-cathode
field-emissinn gun.

S •,Monoenergetic output e-beam The output
energy spread of the beam of the ion piasma
gun is determined by the energy spread of

the secondary emitted electrons at the cathode
surface. This energy spredd is estimated to

± be<40 eV, which represents <0. 04% at 110kV
x. beam voltge.ge There are no low-energy elec-

trons emitted due to the rise and fall of th,.t
gun voltage as present with Marx-baenk-driven
field emission ouns.

* DC high voltage This makes application for
repetitively pulsed lasers much simpler.

Gun control ai ground potential The gun is
controlled by switching on the thin-wire dis-
charges (S2 kV) with electronics located at
ground potential. Neither high-voltage switch-
ing (Marx bank) nor electronics flGating at high
voltage (thermionic guns) is required.

Based on a theoretical model developed for the gun, estimates can be

made of the s.aling of both current devsity and beam voltage. Beam

voltage constraiats are primarily determined by Paschen breakdow-n

* t iat the helium gz•._ pressure used (2 to 10 mTorr for high-voitage

-,-acuum breakdown limits). From these consitierations it can reason-

ablt be 3xpected that it is possible to design and operate an ion plasma

e-gun with a beam voltage >400 kV. Current density should scale as

V/54/d4 (d gap spacing). This scaling appears true experimentallv,
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based on a limited amount of data, and would indicate 'that a 400 keV

bea at 5 to 10 A/cm density should be obtainabl!2. The maximum
current density w-11 be determined by space-charge constraints on the

t ions and electrons present within the accelerating gap of the gun.
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